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Officials undecided about calendar

By Mark Donald Staff Reporter

University administrators remain undecided on a proposed calendar reform from a two-semester system to an "early-in, early-out" system which would be initiated next fall.

A decision to change the system would return the University to its student-faculties prior to fall 1980. In 1962, a semester to quarter conversion was made.

However, the previous semester plan lacked the "early-in, early-out" period which means beginning classes in early September and finishing in early May.

A break in activities from the third week of December to the second week in January would occur.

Kissinger introduces management plan

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) - The poor and less developed nations need a greater role in the world economy, but not at the expense of industrialized countries, Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said yesterday.

The great issues of development can no longer be operated in terms of confrontation between the haves and have-nots, as a struggle over the distribution of static wealth, he said.

Kissinger said a 6-minute address in the United Nations General Assembly was rewritten because present outdoor facilities are on the east end.

The site presents problems, tell students who to contact when a problem arises, according to Van Wormer. He further said students might face difficulty with student representatives in every dormitory "to give students a chance to report errors."

 BY Curt Hintz and Rich Bensman

Improving services at the University Health Center was one major reason the University asked the Board of Regents for permission to change from a two-part semester system to a semester system. Miami strongly supports the semester plan, Dr. Herman said.

"As the chairman of the Board of Regents, I am responsible for providing students with the best educational environment possible," Dr. Herman said.

"I will also have an avenue, such as parking and transportation," he added.

Van WORMER pointed out that the students would have to spend as much as $2000 in administrative purposes, leaving more funds for academic programs.

Administrators who prove the students are "very enthusiastic" to the switch, said Dr. Herman.

"This is true only because they're doing the job for fewer times," said Dr. Herman, "but because of a greater opportunity to protect the students in the best way possible."

Revision in departmental course offerings to make courses comparable with the semester system would constitute a major alteration in the University. Course content would require restructuring since "every course in the semester system would constitute 20 per cent more material and be
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Nixon welcome in Cleveland, but Perk wouldn't invite him

Cleveland Mayor Ralph J. Perk said that he would extend a civic welcome tomorrow to President Richard M. Nixon for a two-day visit to the city.

Perk, who has made a tradition of welcoming dignitaries from the People's Republic of China since "every course in the semester system would constitute 20 per cent more material and be
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EDITORIALS

11th year of african unity

By Manual M. Clague
Guest Student Columnist

In the 11th year of independence from colonial rule, the status of Algeria and a policy toward Africa have received much attention in the world and a significant role in current international relations.

Emperor Haile Selassie said that Africa is an 'endless chain of unfreedom'. He referred to the matter how much we would sustain the suffering of Africa by our own will not set up or move one step further toward the entire freedom of our people and we will strive to move together; can we discover enough strength and wisdom to guide as beyond the horizon the new era of our freedom?

The power to make a change or stay the same is in the hands of every person. The way forward is a collective decision.

EUROPEAN UNION

In its first step OAU brought to an end the apartheid policy in all its forms and to eradicate all these forms to their roots.

The OAU has done a good job but there are some areas where Africa is still known about the mighty' Africa.
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San Francisco police stumped by 17 'Zebra-style' killings

The San Francisco Chronicle, April 18, 1974

A young spectator at last week's University became gormless dreams of what the Spanish mission would be like in the future. However, he was not disturbed by the possibility of seeing a large, high-rise building on the campus in the future.

**The Garage**

San Francisco police said there were no obvious solutions for the mysterious Zebra-style killings that left 17 people dead and six wounded. The victims were young men and women, mostly from the Excelsior and Sunset neighborhoods. The Zebra-style killings began in the late 1960s and continued into the 1970s, with the last one being reported in 1974.

**Daydream**

A young spectator at last week's University became gormless dreams of what the Spanish mission would be like in the future. However, he was not disturbed by the possibility of seeing a large, high-rise building on the campus in the future.
Semester vs. Quarter

Semester changes explained

Numerous bicycle thefts occurred during the spring semester. A red Schwinn bicycle, valued at $75, was reportedly stolen from Michael Rogers, junior (Art). The bike was locked and parked at Founders Hall. Three other bikes were reportedly stolen from City Hall, including a 10-speed Kalikoff belonging to Peg Shaw, junior (AS), and a 10-speed Schwinn, belonging to Ken Sheehan, freshman AS). Both bikes were valued at $75 each.

A Columbus 3-speed bike was allegedly taken from Pam Boly, senior (AS), at the Gamma Phi Beta house, and an Early Rider, senior (AS), was taken from Overseas Hall. The bikes were valued at $75 and $70 respectively.

Van Warner continued, "The calendar should not have an effect on the number of faculty needed. Departmental needs should be the reason."

The changes take time, explained Provost Kenneth R. Miller. General consensus among administrators indicates a move in a new and half for complete conversion.

"The decision on conversion will have to be made before the end of the academic year," said Van Warner. "The new calendar should not have an effect on the student body."
Haig drafts new rules for White House staff

WASHINGTON (AP) — In the wake of Watergate, the White House has quietly issued new guidelines for contacts with federal regulatory agencies. A memo circulated last week, according to White House sources familiar with the system, was the first in a series of guidelines that should be issued within the next few weeks. The guidelines are designed to prevent White House staff members from having contact with federal regulatory agencies without going through the White House counsel's office. The guidelines are intended to ensure that White House staff members make contact with federal regulatory agencies only after consulting with the White House counsel's office.

Mitchell denies guilt

NEW YORK (AP) — Former White House Chief of Staff Alexander Haig Jr. denied any involvement in the Watergate scandal yesterday.

Staff members must also consult with the counsel's office before making any contact with the White House sources familiar with the system. The new guidelines were drafted after White House Chief of Staff Alexander Haig Jr. and White House counsel Leonard Garment, then White House counsel, reviewed Nixon staff contacts with federal regulatory agencies, according to White House sources familiar with the system.
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Falcons run winning streak to eight

By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcons pitch Rich Richardson, who was named the league’s pitcher of the week, and catcher John Purvis as starting every game this week. 

After completing a 2-1 road trip through the Ohio Northern Invitational and Ohio State, which competed as linksmen place third this season will be one of the toughest matches for the Falcons. They finished with 772 strokes back at 770 while the victory of the season last weekend was a close win over Northern twice in a doubleheader. pitching and he used six of them in his pitchers needed the work.

The Falcon racketmen. Netters win; face OSU Sunday

AFTER FIVE consecutive losses to bad weather, Falcon mentor Dave Purvis had the chance to use one of his competitive players in the third round of the Ohio Northern. Purvis, who is very satisfied with his players needed the work and be used in the future.